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ACROSS
1: wild sheep of northern Africa
5: a playing card in the suit that has been
declared _____s
10: the capital and chief port of Qatar
14: proper respect
15: rich brown pigment prepared from the ink
of cuttlefishes
16: of or like a feeble old woman
18: the overhang at the lower edge of a roof
19: any of various thermoplastic resins used to
make things
20: the type genus of the family Anabantidae;
small fish that resemble perch
22: even up the edges of a stack of paper, in
printing
24: Austrian architect (1870-1933)
25: tropical fruit with a rough brownish skin
and very sweet brownish pulp
26: a supply of food especially for a household
27: a dialect of the Chiwere language spoken
by the Iowa
29: be worthy or deserving
30: settle down or stay, as if on a _____
32: a large table centerpiece with branching
holders for fruit or sweets or flowers
34: (literal meaning) being at or having a
relatively great or specific elevation or upward
extension (sometimes used in combinations like
`knee-high')
38: the coordinated universal time when a
transmission is sent from Earth to a spacecraft
or other celestial body
39: an infectious tropical disease resembling
syphilis in its early stages; marked by red skin
eruptions and ulcerating lesions
41: someone to whom the title of property is
transferred
43: an agency that serves as the focal point for
all Intelligence Community activities related to
nonproliferation of weapons of mass
destruction and their missile delivery systems
44: the first of two Old Testament books telling
the histories of the kings of Judah and Israel
50: genus of Old World herbs: dead nettles;
henbits
51: an absolute ____ainty
52: devoid of intelligence
53: make _____ments to
54: the sediment from fermentation of an
alcoholic beverage
55: a man at one end of line of performers in a
minstrel show; carries on humorous dialogue
with the interlocutor
56: French novelist; he portrays the complexity
of 19th century French society (1799-1850)
58: a rapid automatic system to detect plastic
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explosives in passengers' luggage using X-ray
technology and computers; designed for use in
airports
59: (astronomy) the disappearance of a celestial
body prior to an eclipse
60: stunned or confused and slow to react (as
from blows or drunkenness or exhaustion)
62: considerate and solicitous care
63: United States tennis player who was the
first Black to win United States and English
singles championships (1943-1993)
64: forward spin (usually of a moving ball) that
is imparted by an upward stroke
69: a rule adopted by an organization in order
to regulate its own affairs and the behavior of
its members
71: a genus of Indriidae
72: German chemist who did research on
high-speed chemical reactions (born in 1927)
75: the capital and largest city situated centrally
in Spain; home of an outstanding art museum
80: a substance for packing a joint or coating a
porous surface to make it impervious to gas or
liquid
82: two items of the same kind
83: a body of 18 works written between the

first and 11th centuries and incorporating
legends and speculative histories of the
universe and myths and customary observances
84: in Christianity, ______men collectively (as
distinguished from the laity)
85: become ground down or deteriorate
87: the oily secretion of the sebaceous glands;
with perspiration it moistens and protects the
skin
88: to come or go into
89: perennial mountain rice native to
Mediterranean region and introduced into
North America
90: mentally quick
91: someone new to a field or activity
92: United States jurist who served as chief
justice of the United States Supreme Court;
remembered for his ruling that slaves and their
descendants have no rights as citizens
(1777-1864)
93: the federal department that administers
programs that provide services to farmers
(including research and soil conservation and
efforts to stabilize the farming economy);
created in 1862
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DOWN
1: an anti-TNF compound (trade name _____)
that is given orally; can slow the progression of
rheumatoid arthritis by slowing the
proliferation of white blood cells which reduces
inflammation in the synovium
2: someone who leads a wandering unsettled
life
3: become turned or set on end
4: an institution that issues something
(securities or publications or currency etc.)
5: syndrome resulting from a serious acute
(sometimes fatal) infection associated with the
presence of staphylococcus; characterized by
fever and diarrhea and nausea and diffuse
erythema and shock; occurs especially in
menstruating women using highly absorbent
tampons
6: (philosophy) the philosophical doctrine that
physical objects continue to exist when not
perceived
7: destroy completely, as if down to the roots
8: make a cat-like sound
9: the tenth month of the Hindu calendar
10: South African term for `boss'
11: by title or repute though not in fact
12: a fabric (usually cotton or linen) with a
distinctive woven pattern of small repeated
figures
13: a city and port in northern Jutland
14: British politician (1788-1850)
17: eat at home
21: fill to satisfaction
23: for the time being
28: any of numerous evergreen trees or shrubs
having red cup-shaped berries and flattened
needlelike leaves
31: a mineral that contains metal that is
valuable enough to be mined
33: a unit of pressure
34: a city in northwestern Syria
35: whitish tropical fruit with a pinkish tinge
related to custard apples; grown in the southern
United States
36: the 3rd letter of the Hebrew alphabet
37: United States industrialist who
manufactured and sold processed foods
(1844-1919)
39: battle in World War I (1915); Germans
wanted to try chlorine (a toxic yellow gas) as a
weapon and succeeded in taking considerable
territory from the Allied salient
40: a New Testament book describing the
development of the early church from Christ's
Ascension to Paul's sojourn at Rome
42: ctenophores lacking tentacles; comprises
one genus: beroe

43: needy people collectively
45: a competitor who holds a preeminent
position
46: chief Hindu god of the Rig-Veda; god of
rain and thunder
47: verbal abuse; a crude substitute for
argument
48: grind together, of teeth
49: a general conscious awareness
51: large swift fly the female of which sucks
blood of various animals
55: live in or as if in a tent
57: a user interface in which you type
commands instead of choosing them from a
menu or selecting an icon
59: resulting in suffering or adversity
61: having the indivisible character of a unit
62: English translator and Protestant martyr; his
translation of the Bible into English (which
later formed the basis for the King James
Version) aroused ecclesiastical opposition; he
left England in 1524 and was burned at the
stake in Antwerp as a heretic (1494-1536)
64: apply ____um powder to (one's body)
65: a small or immature ovum
66: clearly revealed to the mind or the senses or
judgment
67: (British informal) ill-tempered or annoyed
68: a pulse generator used for echo sounding in
sonar
69: teach by drills and repetition
70: a town in north central Wisconsin
73: that is to say; in other words
74: tropical tree of Central America and West
Indies and Puerto Rico having spikes of white
flowers; used as shade for coffee plantations
76: sediment that has settled at the bottom of a
liquid
77: of or infected by rabies
78: any plant of the genus _____
79: informal terms for a (young) woman
81: rotating mechanism in the form of a
universally mounted spinning wheel that offers
resistance to turns in any direction
86: a copy that reproduces a person or thing in
greatly reduced size

